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Abstract

PSAM consists of a number of multithreaded pipeline processors to support parallel computation.

Thread control is implemented using a distributed approach, in which each processor can indepen-

dently initiate and terminate a thread. This thread control mechanism is based on dataow model,

and allows the degree of multiprocessing to vary with time. Although the basic processor is von

Neumann- based, the overhead to support parallelism is very low.
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1. Introduction

A great amount of work has been done in building both �ne-grained and coarse-grained parallel

machines. One appealing idea is that of the multithreaded architecture[10,12,21]. It has been

shown that sharing several active instruction threads on a pipeline can reduce the number of

pipeline holes and increase the system throughput[11,18]. In order to support parallelism on a

multithreaded machine, an e�cient thread switching method must be provided. Conventional

multithreaded machines[10,20] are based on static thread control, in which thread initiation and

termination are decided statically by the compiler or operating system. The static approach lacks

exibility, and therefore tends to restrict parallelism. Furthermore thread switching may require a

large amount of overhead.

As an alternative, there are dynamic thread control mechanisms[1,4] which are motivated by the

dataow computation model[5]. In this model, a loop-free computation can be represented as an

acyclic graph in which any node can be �red as soon as each of its input arcs contains a token. Such

graphs exhibit much inherent parallelism. In fact, it is theoretically possible for all instructions in

the program to execute simultaneously, restricted only by the ow of data between instructions.

However, the conventional von Neumann architecture lacks mechanisms to support this kind of �ne-

grained parallelism. Pure data ow machines[9], on the other hand, are quite costly to implement.

Therefore, as an alternative architecture to support dataow computation, the multithreaded ar-

chitecture has received much attention in recent years [1,2,3,4,14,15]. In dynamic multithreaded

machines, two special instructions are introduced to map the dataow graph to multiple threads

which can be run on an enhanced von Neumann machine[1]. One of these instructions provides the

functionality to activate another instruction thread, while the other provides the reverse operation.

By using these two instructions the system can allow the number of active threads to vary with

time.

In the SAM architecture[1], these two special instructions are called split and merge. The Split

instruction resembles a conventional conditional branch, but actually has two successors instead
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of one. After the execution of a Split, execution continues at the branch address and with the

instruction following the Split. The Merge instruction reverses the operation of the Split instruction.

The Merge operation has a single operand which is usually initialized to zero. When the Merge

instruction is executed and its operand is zero, it sets the operand to 1, and terminates the execution

of the thread that executed it. When its operand is non-zero, it is reset to zero and execution of

the thread continues with the instruction following the merge. The split and merge instructions

allow the degree of parallelism to vary with time, just as does a dataow architecture. Figure 1

shows an example of mapping a dataow graph into two parallel threads by using split and merge.

 a)Dataflow graph of e=(a+b)+(c+d).

a b c d

a+b c+d

+ +

+

1    split L1
2    add  a,b,t1
3    merge x
4    jump L2
5 L1:add  c,d,t2
6    merge x
7 L2:add  t1,t2,3

       b) Evaluating e=(a+b)+(c+d)
          by split and merge.

Fig.1. Evaluation of an expression.

Compared with dataow machines, multithreaded machines need explicit control for the paral-

lelism, and thus require more overhead than the ideal dataow machine. However this extra cost

is quite small. As an enhanced von Neumann machine, a multithreaded pipeline architecture can

avoid many di�culties encountered by dataow machines[6].

The architecture in this paper is called the PSAM architecture. It supports a number of dy-

namic multithreaded processors that work in parallel. Each processor element has a multithreaded

pipeline, and is based on the SAM architecture[16]. In SAM, the pipeline is shared by a set of

instruction threads which are controlled by a thread queue. All threads are executed in parallel

inside the pipeline, and are served on a round-robin basis. As shown in [16], when a su�cient

number of threads are active, the pipeline remains full, provided that the machine has a high cache

hit rate.
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2. The architecture of SAM processor

The architecture of the SAM processor is described in [16]. In order to make the paper self-

contained, we outline the key issues of this processor architecture in this section.

Two unique features of the SAM processor are the thread queue and the short memory. The

thread queue is used to control the multiple threads, and the short memory provides an e�cient

way to support multiple thread environments. The storage interface unit is similar to that of most

contemporary microprocessors with a few additional features. A storage operation queue, which

bu�ers all main memory accesses issued by cpu, is integrated into the interface unit. The hardware

of SAM is reasonably simple, so that the whole structure can be fabricated on a single chip. On the

other hand, certain features of the architecture and instruction set make it possible to use several

chips in parallel to support multiple shared pipelines working simultaneously.

The Thread Queue

Since in one SAM processor there are several threads executing simultaneously, each with its own

program and data, some mechanism is needed to contain the information pertaining to a thread

and to allow the various threads to be serviced. In the SAM architecture the thread queue is used

for this purpose. The thread queue consists of a set of frames, each of which de�nes a thread. A

frame structure is shown in �gure 2. To support a thread, four registers are needed. The PC serves

as program counter pointing to the next instruction to be fetched for this thread. The SP is the

same as the stack pointer used in a conventional machine. (Note that except under exceptional

conditions, stacks cannot be shared between threads.) The EP is an environment pointer, which

will be explained more fully below. The PSW contains all the information about the current state

of the thread, such as priority and condition codes. Another two 16-bit registers (PID and SID)

are used to contain the identi�cation number of the thread.

The state bits indicate the di�erent states of the thread. Ready means that the thread can issue

a new instruction to the pipeline. Running means that an instruction is being fetched from the

thread. After the instruction is fetched, the thread will go back to ready state, so if there is only
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one pipeline, at any given time, only one item in the thread queue can be in the running state. Wait

indicates the thread is waiting for some event and it can not currently be executed. Sleep indicates

that the thread in this frame is being dumped to main memory. As soon as the contents of the

frame are sent to the storage queue, this slot can be used for a new thread (i.e., its state becomes

empty). Suspended is similar to wait, and shows the thread can not proceed at the moment. It

is used to avoid busy waiting during process synchronization. Awaken means a dumped thread is

being restored into the cpu.

 

PID SID PC EP SP PSWstate

Figure 2. The frame in the thread queue.

The thread queue is divided into two parts. One part is in the cpu (local queue) and the other

is in the main memory (dumped queue). Only those threads in the CPU can be used to select

instructions for execution. The swapping of threads between the local thread queue and the main

memory is discussed in section 4. The fetch cycle processes the local queue in a circular fashion. A

token cycles through the thread queue, advancing one slot every clock cycle. Wait, Empty, Suspend

and Sleep slots are skipped without wasting a clock cycle. The thread queue is one of the most

important parts of this model. During every clock cycle a thread will be selected and, the six

registers will be pumped into the pipeline. When a thread is generated it will be assigned to a slot

in the thread queue. When a thread is merged or dequeued, the slot will be set to empty.

In contrast to many multithreaded architectures, SAM serves each active thread in a round-robin

fashion. This is much easier to implement in hardware than other scheduling strategies[11]. Based

on the thread queue mechanism and the short memory structure which will be explained below,

switching threads has almost no cost in time. It also has been shown that under a careful design,

round-robin can produce optimum throughput[16].

Short Memory
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Another fundamental issue for a shared pipeline architecture is how to support multiple execution

environments. Generally speaking an execution environment is a set of temporary memory locations

used to distinguish one computation from another, even if the same code is being executed by two

di�erent processes or threads. In conventional machine, a set of cpu registers is used for this purpose.

When an operating system switches from one process to another, or when subroutine is called, the

cpu registers need to be saved. However, this approach cannot be used in the SAM multithreaded

environment, because the environment may change with every clock cycle. Another approach is

to use cache instead of a register �le. Since the translation speed and the complexity of a pure

data cache will a�ect system performance and cost, it was considered impractical for environment

management[17]. Therefore, the SAM architecture uses a concept called short memory to solve this

problem.

24-bit tag

24-bit tag

24-bit tag

08731

32-bit address:

segment 1

segment 2

segment N

com-
para-
tor

com-
para-
tor

com-
para-
tor

The high 24 bits in EP short
address

The low
8 bits in EP

+

Figure 3. CPU short memory organization.
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Instead of using registers, SAM has a small cache-like memory inside the cpu, which is organized

as illustrated in Figure 3. Short memory consists of several blocks, each of which has 256 words.

Each block is associated with a 24-bit tag. Each thread in SAM has a 256-word block of memory

called its short address space. In addition to the program counter, each thread has an environment

pointer (EP) that points to its short address space. This register is passed from stage to stage in the

pipeline instead of passing an entire register �le. Most instructions, as shown in �gure 4, contain at

least one short memory address, thus the EP will contain useful information for most instructions.

A special instruction is provided for changing the contents of the EP, thus allowing the program

to determine whether two threads execute in the same or di�erent environments. Furthermore, a

single thread can use several di�erent EP pointers (one at a time) to e�ectively increase the size of

its short memory beyond the 256 byte limit.

Short memory operands:

Memory and short memory operands:

0781516232432

32 2423 1615 8 7 0

op
code

src1
short

src2
short

dst
short

op
code

src1
short

src2
mem

dst
short

(src1) op (src2) -> dst

(src1) op ((src2)) -> dst

Figure 4. Instruction format

In the SAM architecture, operands can be fetched from the short memory in one clock cycle, and

dual ports allows two operands to be fetched simultaneously. The short memory is on-chip, which

allows operands to be fetched without going through a comparatively lengthy bus protocol. The

full address of a short-memory operand is computed by adding the short address to the contents of

the EP. As shown in �gure 3, there are two steps in addressing short memory locations. The �rst

step is to locate the correct segment, which is accomplished by comparing the high order bits of

the full address with the segment tags of the short memory. The tag matching is fully associative.

The second step is to locate the position in the segment using the eight low-order bits of the full

address. These bits are added to the short memory address found in the instruction rather than
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simply being concatenated to the 24-bit tag. This allows one short memory segment to be shared

by several threads. These two steps can be carried out simultaneously. Instructions support two

types of addresses: short addresses and long addresses. A short address refers to the short memory

in the cpu, while a long address refers to a location in main memory. Each thread can use a portion

of or the entire cpu short memory. It is also possible to partition short-memory blocks among

threads that do not require 256 bytes of short memory.

The SAM short-memory can work in two modes. In �rst mode, the short memory is not trans-

parent to the programmer, and works somewhat like a register �le. A thread can allocate a block

of short memory by setting the EP to a new value. As long as there is a free block in the short

memory, it will be assigned to a thread by setting the its tag to the new value of the EP. Any

read-reference to a short memory address that precedes the �rst write operation to that address

will produce garbage. The value retrieved by the read operation will not necessarily be the same

as that found at the corresponding location in the main memory.

Compared with the conventional register �le approach[3,10], this strategy has the following

advantages:

1) There is no need to swap the register �les when switching the threads.

2) The size of the short memory space used for a thread is exible, while in the conventional

approach the size of the register �le is �xed and every thread must have the same number of

registers whether it needs them or not.

If the system is working in register �le mode, dumping a thread to memory requires the saving

of the short memory block associated with the thread.

In transparent mode, two additional features are added. The �rst is an auto-memory-load

operation will be issued if an instruction is trying to read a short memory location which has

not yet been written. The memory address for this load operation is obtained from the EP and

the short address. This feature is the same as that in real cache. The second feature is that the

short memory write operation, for some selected instructions, performs a "write through", i.e., the

corresponding memory location will be written.
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EXAMPLE: A short SAM program that adds the contents in memory location
         1000 and 2000, and store the result in 1002.

SETEP 0;
MOVIWS 1000, 0;

MOVIWS 2000, 1;
MOVIWS 1002, 2;
MOVLIS 0,0,3;

MOVLIS 1,0,4;

ADD 3,4,5;
MOVSIL 5,0,2;

1) Under the register file mode:

set EP to 0.
move 1000 to location 0 in a short memory
block.
move 2000 to location 1 in the block.
move 1002 to location 2 in the block.
move the content in memory location 1000 
to 3 in the short memory block. ((0))->3
move the content in memory location 2000
to 4 in the short memory block. ((1))->4
add the contents in 3 and 4 and store in 5
move the content in 5 to the memory 
location addressed by the content of 2.

2) Under the cache mode:

SETEP 1000;
MOVIWS 2000,3;
MOVLIS 3,0,1;

ADD 0,1,2;

set EP to 1000.
move 2000 to location 3 in the block.
move the content in memory location 2000
to 1 in the short memory block, with a write
through, i.e., (2000)->1001.
((EP)+0)+((EP)+1)->(EP)+2.

Figure 5. Example for different short memory modes

As shown in the example in �gure 5, the transparent mode leads to much simpler programming.

Another obvious advantage for cache mode is that it can totally eliminate saving the short memory

contents when the thread is dumped, provided that the program is written appropriately. On the

other hand, write-through may cause a great deal of extra memory tra�c, even if the thread is

eventually dumped, since every write, including those for temporary variables, must be recorded

in the memory. This may have a detrimental e�ect on system performance if cache mode is used

indiscriminately [16]. Consequently, we restrict the write-through to a selected instruction subset,

in order to minimize unnecessary writes.

2. The multi-processor architecture model

A PSAM architecture is de�ned by hP;M;M0;W;Ci.

P = fP1; P2; :::; Png. is a group of processor elements. n is the number of processors in the

system. Each Pi; i = 1; 2; :::; n; can be described by a pair: hni; �i, in which ni is the number of the
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active threads in the local thread queue and � is a partition of the short memory for ni threads.

M = fM0;M1;M2; :::;Mm�1g stands for a set of memory modules, where m is the total number

of memory modules in the system.

M0 is a special memory module, which is connected to all the processors. M0 contains a memory

processor, which is used to handle some special instructions. The purpose of using this module is

to solve the thread synchronization problem. All the synchronization operations, such as merge,

and critical section protection, will be executed in this module.

C = fC1; C2; :::; Cng � 2M , de�nes the memory sharing among the di�erent processors. Ci,

i=1,2,...,n, is a subset of M, which contains all the memory modules that can be directly accessed

by processor Pi.

W describes the characteristics of the interconnection network among the processors and the

memory modules. It is de�ned as follows:

W(m+n)�(m+n) =

2
6666666666664

w1;1 w1;2 � � � w1;n w1;n+1 � � � w1;n+m

w2;1 w2;2 ::: w2;n w2;n+1 � � � w2;n+m

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
wn;1 wn;2 � � � wn;n wn;n+1 � � � wn;n+m

wn+1;1 wn+1;2 � � � wn+1;n wn+1;n+1 � � � wn+1;n+m

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
wn+m;1 wn+m;2 � � � wn+m;n wn+m;n+1 � � � wn+m;n+m

3
7777777777775

The rows and columns from 1 to n stand for n processors, and n+1 to n+m for m memory

modules.

wi;j is the time delay for the transmission from i to j. There is no direct connection between any

two processors. So, wi;i = 0; and wi;j = 1, for i 6= j, and i,j = 1,2,...,n.

Figure 6 shows the structure of this parallel model.

The communication between two threads can be implemented in two levels in PSAM:

1) through shared short memory;

2) through shared main memory.

The �rst has very little cost. The second level su�ers from both the memory and interconnection

delay. If a thread is accessing a shared location in the main memory, SAM can set the its status to
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processor
1

processor
2

processor
3

processor
n

interconnection network

main memoryBG1

BR1

BR2 Gr2 BR3 GR3

BRn GRn

...

Figure 6. PSAM Architecture.

Wait so that no clock cycle will be wasted. When the memory access �nished, the thread can be

reactivated.

Computation is based on a distributed protocol. Thread control is implemented by split and

merge instructions. The split will generate a new thread. If the local thread queue is full then a

thread must be dumped to M0. Any processor executing a merge instruction will send a signal to

M0. M0 will perform the operation and signal the result to the processor. Based on this return

information, the processor will terminate or continue the current thread. Any processor with empty

slots in its local thread queue can pick up a dumped thread in M0.

At the start, multiple threads can be initiated on several processors simultaneously. As an

example, �gure 7 shows a dataow graph with several parallel paths executed on di�erent processors.

When a new thread is initiated, two things may occur:

1) If the local thread queue is not full, then the new thread can be immediately placed in an

empty slot. In this case the cost, denoted by C0, is small.

2) If the local thread queue is full, then a currently running thread is selected to be dumped. In

this case, the thread information as well as its portion of short memory need to be stored in M0.

This cost is denoted by C1.

Based on the above model, the throughput of the system can be calculated by the following

formula:

� =

Pn
i=1 �i

n
;
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Program:

At PE1:
   execute a;
   split E;
   execute d;
   split i;
   execute h;
    ......

At PE2:
   execute b;
   split E;
   execute f;
   goto J;
   ......

At PE3:
   execute c;
   execute g;
   execute k;
   ......

E: merge e;
   execute e;
J: merge j;
   execute j;
   ......

a b c

d e f g

h j ki

Figure 7. Execution a parallel program on 3 PEs.

�i is the throughput of the ith PEs.

Suppose a job can be parallelized into X threads, which are divided into several groups, hk1; k2; � � � ; kni

each of which is mapped to a PE. Then the speed of parallel execution of PSAM is given by

s =
nX
i=1

1

�i
�
ki

ni

in which �i is the instruction dispatch interval as de�ned in [16], ni is the total number of active

threads in the PEi. s is the number of instructions per clock cycle.

The initiation and distribution of these threads will incur a certain amount of cost. The quan-

titative measure for this cost is di�cult. In the following, we discuss a simpli�ed case.

Theorem 1: Suppose all the PEs are the same, and their local thread queues have the same

length. The probability of that PEi's local thread queue is full, prob(k), is a constant, X, when

the system is stable. During this stable period if an algorithm has N parallel threads and the data

sharing does not a�ect the speed of the computation, then the cost of parallelizing N threads is given

by the following formula:

C = NC0 + (C1 � C0)NX

PROOF: Let qi, i=1,2,� � �,n, be the probability of the thread i being dumped, where n is the

number of processor elements in the system.
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qi =
nX

k=1

[prob(k)
1

n
] = X:

qi =
nX

k=1

[(1� prob(k))
1

n
] = 1�X:

The total cost

C =
NX
i=1

[qiC1 + qiC0] =
NX
i=1

[XC1 + (1�X)C0] = NC0 +NX(C1 �C0)

C0 is contributed by the execution of split and merge instructions. C1(S;wn+1;i; wi;n+1) is

a function of S, the length of the short memory to be saved and the communication delays,

wn+1;i; wi;n+1; i = 1; 2; :::; n: The details will be given in the next section.

The theorem shows the cost will linearly increase with the number of parallel threads, under

the assumption that the thread full rate is a constant. This assumption may not be true when the

number of active threads and the processors in the system is not large. In fact, when the number of

active threads is small the cost function is slower than a linear function, when the number grows,

it will approach a linear function.

4. Implementation Issues on Multithreading of Multiple Pipelines

Thread Swapping

The split and merge mechanism theoretically allows unlimited parallelism in the execution. How-

ever, the thread queue size in the cpu can not be unlimited. Hence the two part structure of the

thread queue is introduced. In order to support this structure, a swapping protocol is required.

There are two steps required to dump or restore a thread. The �rst step is to save or load

the frame in the thread queue related to the thread. The second step is to save or load the short

memory space for the given thread. The time required for these operations is roughly comparable

to the time required for a conventional process switch, and in some cases can be completed much

more quickly.
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The hardware used for this purpose in SAM includes three special registers. The register Qtail

points the end of the thread queue in the memory. The Qhead serves as a pointer to the head

of the part of the queue in the memory. Whenever a thread is dumped, Qtail is incremented by

one; whenever a thread is restored from the memory,Qhead is decremented by one. The increment

and decrement of Qhead and Qtail is on a module basis. Similarly, another pair of registers Dhead

and Dtail is used to point to where to load and restore the data of the dumped short memory

and where to store the short memory contents of the thread. All of these registers are instruction

addressable, and can be set by a system command. All the decrement and increment operations on

the registers are performed by the hardware in one clock cycle. In addition, two �elds are added in

PSW. They are o�set and count as shown in �gure 8. The o�set �eld shows the starting address in

short memory space that needs to be saved during dumping, while count indicates the number of

words needed to be saved. As with the other �elds, these two �elds can be set by an instruction.

Figure 8. Additional fields in PSW.

0152332

offset counter other part

There are several possible approaches to implement dumping and restoring in a multithreaded

environment. One approach is by hardware, somewhat like an interrupt response in a conventional

machine. As soon as a dump begins, the cpu could insert a block of operations to save the thread-

queue frame and the short memory. However, SAM does not take this approach. The reason is that

inserting a block of consecutive memory operations into the memory queue could seriously degrade

pipeline performance. A second approach is to use an interrupt subroutine to do all the saving and

loading. This will use less hardware but take more time than the pure hardware approach. It might

also degrade the pipeline performance somewhat, as will be shown later. The third approach, which

is adopted by SAM, combines the hardware and software approach, and yields better performance.

(Note that even in the worst case, the e�ect on performance will be no worse than that which would

be experienced on a conventional single-threading processor.)
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In the cpu local thread queue, one slot is reserved for dumping. This thread is normally in the

inactive state. When a split instruction or an interrupt[17] causes an overow in the thread queue

in cpu, this reserved thread is activated, and executes the program shown in �gure 8. The �rst �ve

instructions save the frame registers, and the rest store the short memory into the main memory.

The information about size and the address of the short memory can be found in PSW. Since

the information required to execute these operations is all inside the cpu, it would be redundant

to put these instructions in memory and then reload them. The hardware itself generates these

instructions. To do this, a 3-bit counter and a state bit are needed for each slot. When a thread-

dump is activated, during the �rst �ve cycles (counter 1 to 5) the hardware will issue the �rst �ve

instructions illustrated in �gure 9(a) to save the frame registers. Then it will proceed to save the

contents of the short memory. (This is only necessary in register-�le mode.) Each write to main

memory will be treated as an instruction. The counter �eld in the PSW will be decremented for

each write until the size becomes zero. For each word of short memory to be dumped, the Dtail

register is used to generate the main memory address. The �nal instruction is deq, which will

reinitialize the slot and inactivate it.

(a) The program for 
    dumping a thread.

STO ID;
STO EP;
STO SP;
STO PC;
STO PSW;

STO S;
......
STO S;

DEQ;

LOD PSW;
LOD PC;
LOD SP;
LOD EP;
LOD ID;

LOD S;
.......
LOD S;

normal execution

(b) The program for
    restoring a thread.

Figure 9. Dumping and restoring a thread.

Loading a thread is somewhat di�erent from dumping a thread. when there is an empty slot and

there is a thread in the memory portion of the queue, the hardware will set the empty slot to the

awaken state. Slots in the awaken state will be scheduled as if they were in the ready state. While
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in the Awaken state, the thread will �rst execute the program shown in �gure 8(b). It will load the

frame and short memory contents. Then it will change the awaken state to the ready state.

There are two protocols used in the SAM architecture which correspond to the the two modes

of the short memory. In the register �le mode, both frame registers and short memory need to be

saved or loaded. In the write through cache mode, only frame registers need to be saved, and short

memory will be reloaded when a cache miss occurs. It seems that a write through cache has a big

advantage over the register �le in this respect. However, further analysis, as shown below, reveals

that there are drawbacks to this scheme.

We de�ne the instruction dispatch interval to be the minimum number of clock cycles required

before the next valid instruction can be dispatched. As presented in [16], the instruction dispatch

delay caused by a cache miss is

� ic = (a� 1)x[pc(l � pd) + pd] + lx=2.

Where a is number of active threads in the thread queue, and b is the number of the stages

in the pipe. The probability of a cache miss for the thread i at time t is pic(t), while p
i
d(t) is the

probability of a data coherence problem occurring in the thread i at time t. The cache block size

is denoted by l, while x is the number of clock cycles required for a memory operation.

The instruction dispatch delay caused by a data coherence problem is

� id = (a� 1)x[pc(l � pd) + pd] + x

The instruction dispatch delay caused by a branch is

� id=b

For round robin the worst-case dispatch interval for a thread i, is given by the following formula.

� i(t) = maxf� ic(t); �
i
b(t); �

i
d(t)g

When thread dumping and restoring occurs, these parameters become as follows.

Theorem 2: Let �ic(t); �
i
d(t); �

i
b(t) be the dispatch delays caused by cache misses, data coherence

and branches for a thread i, when thread dumping or restoring is taking place. Then
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�ic = (a� 2)x[pc(l� pd) + pd] + x+ lx=2.

�id = (a� 2)x[pc(l� pd) + pd] + 2x

� id= b.

The proof of the theorem is straightforward based on the formulas in [16]. Due to the limited

space, we skip the proof.

De�nition For a given thread i, the dispatch delay factor is de�ned as ri(a) = b� i=ac.

In the case of dumping or restoring a thread, it is denoted as Ri(a) = b�i=mc.

In round-robin scheduling, ri(a) identi�es when the next instruction can be dispatched. If ri(a)

= 0, then an instruction can be dispatched during the next clock cycle.

Theorem 3 Based on the above thread swapping protocol, when a goes to in�nity,

Ri(a) = ri(a):

PROOF:

Ri(a) = ri(a) + x(1 � [pc(l� pd) + pd])=a

lim
a!1

Ri(a) = lim
a!1

ri(a):

When pc(l�pd)+pd � 1 and processor has enough active threads[16], theorem 2 shows that the

register �le based thread swapping protocol may not a�ect the pipeline performance. So the total

cost for swapping is 10+2S cycles, where S is the size of short memory. No memory space space is

required, except that is used for store the frame contents and short memory.

In transparent mode, the swapping operation is much simpler if a write through is used. However,

write through will greatly increase the pd, which will a�ect the important condition: pc(l�pd)+pd <

1. In that case, the overall performance could be greatly degraded[16]. Although we restrict the

write through to certain instructions to reduce the unnecessary memory accesses, this selected write

through may not be able to cover all applications.
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Another problem with thread swapping is the execution of split instructions. During the swap-

ping operation, split must be blocked. Since there is only a limited number of threads active in

the cpu thread queue and the swapping procedure for the thread frame is very short, a split bu�er

of a limited size in the cpu can be used to bu�er the split operation during the swapping. An

alternative solution is to inhibit all the split execution during the thread swapping. This will a�ect

the pipeline performance, and has not been counted in the above theorem. However, since the split

is not a high frequency instruction, its e�ect will be minimal and can be ignored. The dumped

threads can be dispatched to other pipeline processors as long as they have empty slots in their

cpu thread queues. The cost for dumping, as de�ned in previous section, equals

C1(S;wi;n+1; wn+1;i) = (5 + S)(wi;n+1 + wn+1;i)

Main Memory Organization and Interconnection Network

In PSAM all processors and the memory modules are connected to a high speed interconnection

network. A special memory module M0 will be used for all important system information, such

as the thread queue, etc. There is a special system path connecting all the PEs and the basic

memory unit, M0. In contrast to the conventional machine, this system path is controlled by the

main memory unit most of time. Each processor that wants to use the system path needs to make

a request to the basic memory unit before using the system path. The request and grant are

transferred through the BR and BG lines as shown in �gure 6.

The thread queue in PSAM is distributed among all the processors and the shared main memory.

It is of fundamental importance to keep thread generation and termination consistent. To do this,

some special arrangement in the memory structure is needed. The basic memory module M0

consists of two parts: storage part and a memory processor. The memory processor contains the

Qhead, Qtail, Dhead and Dtail as mentioned in the above section. The idea of using memory

processor is to provide a mechanism for distributed processing the merge and deque instructions,

protection of critical sections, and thread switching among the di�erent pipelines.
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The Implementation of Merge

Compared with the split instruction, the merge is much more di�cult to implement. Several

approaches[17] have been considered. In multiple pipelines all the merge operands must be sharable

by all merge instructions issued by any thread in an arbitrary pipeline. When a merge is executed

by a pipeline, the following events will occur:

1) The processor executing the merge will request bus control, and set the thread state to waiting

.

2) If the request for the bus is granted, the processor will send the merge operand and a merge

signal to the memory processor. If the bus is busy, the merge operand will be bu�ered in the

storage unit and wait for bus cycle. (note: it will not be bu�ered in the storage queue, because

merge operation has the highest priority in bus access.)

3) As soon as the memory processor get the merge signal and the merge operand, it will check the

state of the merge operand in the main memory, and send an "on" or "o�" signal to the processor.

4) If the processor gets an "on" response from the memory processor, it will set the waiting

thread back to the ready state. If the response is "o�", the processor will erase the waiting thread.

Two Levels of Thread Control

Although the PSAM model provides the dynamic thread control at the hardware level, the

software level control may help to reduce the overhead as stated in theorem 1, and thus increase

the speed. In addition to the ordinary split instruction, two extended types are proposed in PSAM.

Both of these instructions can reduce C1.

The �rst is a split without short memory dumping. If the thread generated by this split is

dumped, its short memory will not be saved and this thread can be set back to the current PE

only when it is restored later. This can protect short memory sharing.

The second is a split that will cause the generated thread be dumped to the memory directly and

be re-scheduled to another PE. This instruction supports coarse-grain parallelism. The programmer

can use this to initiate an independent process on another PE.
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In consequence, the M0 should be able to restore these threads to the appropriate hosts. That

is another reason why PSAM needs to use a special memory module with a memory processor.

4. Conclusions

The PSAM architecture supports multiple SAM processors working in parallel with minor cost.

The distributed thread queue architecture, short memory concept, and memory processor provide

an e�cient thread switching and synchronization mechanism. Programming on PSAM is close to

conventional programming. It can e�ciently support general purpose computation in parallel.

Compared with dataow machine, PSAM architecture has a much lower cost both in terms

of hardware cost and the research and development required to create a fully functional hard-

ware model. PSAM provides an e�cient architecture to support dataow computation, while its

hardware structure is almost as simple as that of a conventional RISC machine[6,7]. The cost of

synchronization among the threads is simple and fast. The only overhead is the split and merge

instructions themselves. Another advantage over the dataow machine is that since the hardware

architecture is still an enhanced Von Neumann architecture, the memory management techniques

that have been successfully used in most existing commercial machines are feasible in the PSAM

architecture. In addition, the purely sequential program is supported by the PSAM architecture,

and if desired, the PSAM could be run as if it were an ordinary sequential processor. Thus it is

possible to maintain software compatibility with existing sequential machines.

Cache miss rate or thrashing is one of the major problem in the multithreaded machines. The

cache miss rate grows when the number of active threads increases[20,18]. When a large number of

irrelevant threads are running theoretically the whole virtual memory space may be active. Thus

the thrashing is unavoidable. However in our dynamic multithreaded machine the computation

is based on dataow graph. Under this model the active threads on one pipeline and its cache

are relevant. In many cases they are the same code running on di�erent data. With the help of
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good programming and the thread scheduling policy, the cache miss rate may be lower than that

in conventional machines.

A common problem in multiple processor system is cache consistency. Although PSAM contain

multiple caches, consistency problems can be avoided by careful programming. Since SAM provides

two addressing modes: short address and long address[17], users can use long addresses (main

memory addresses) for shared data. Therefore, all reads or writes these locations will go to main

memory. This might reduce the speed of execution. However, since in a single SAM processor

multiple threads are active simultaneously in the pipeline, any thread waiting for memory access

will be set to the waiting state and the other active threads will �ll up the time slot. So the overall

system throughput will not be degraded.

Another important possibility is this that the SAM architecture may be able to reduce a large

amount of operating system overhead. We believe that the thread queue structure and short

memory concept provide better support than the conventional sequential machine for multitasking

and multithreading.

The PSAM is an on-going research project. Many approaches are still under investigation. We

are aiming at a high performance, low cost, general purpose multiple processor system.
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